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WHAT are STEM AND STEAM?

SA

M

STEM is an acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics. All of
the labs within this volume promote learning within these four fields. You might also
find the acronym STEAM being used. STEAM is the addition of Art to the other
four STEM fields. This book takes a unique route of presenting projects that all deal
with Summer and Winter Olympic events, and each competitive event has a gold,
silver, or bronze medal. Learn more at www.50STEMLabs.com.

copyright information:

All materials and designs contained within this volume are protected by copyright
laws and are the property of Andrew Frinkle & MediaStream Press (C) 2017, with the
exception of the graphics, which are from public domain sites, primarily
www.openclipart.org. The Olympics and Olympic Rings designs are the property of
the IOC. Any use of them in this volume is for educational purposes only.
The materials within may only be reproduced for your classroom or at home for
educational use. These materials may not be resold for any reason. They may not be
hosted on public databases or websites for any reason. For questions & comments,
please contact me at: www.MediaStreamPress.com

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK:
general suggestions:
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This book contains 50 different STEM lab activities presented as Summer and Winter
Sporting Events. You will find a strong emphasis on designing a project, testing it,
measuring the results, and reflecting upon what worked and did not work, which might
lead to a redesign and retesting process. Technology can easily be incorporated by
recording and documenting the process and creating reports and projects about the
topic(s) afterward. Create videos, presentations, blogs, and more to keep track of your
experiences. Presentation and sharing of results is key to cooperative learning. Journals
and log books should be kept as a record of the learning process.
There are some general suggestions and guidelines for each project, but it has
deliberately been left without too much detail to allow the projects to be adapted to your
classroom’s individual needs. These are not exact step-by-step recipes to follow to make a
project or activity. These projects require critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

M

There is no intended order to these projects, nor is it expected that you will do each
project. It is highly recommended that you pick the ones you find to be most interesting
or appropriate for each learning group, which might have to be slightly modified,
depending on the learning and experience levels you are working with.

SA

You will find some similar projects within this volume and in the additional volumes of the
50 STEM Labs Series. Attempting similar projects helps students build on previous
learning experiences while making them adjust to new expectations and rules or materials
in the new project. Many instructors have great success with thematic units or quarterly
units on bridges, towers, or other sets of related projects. In this case, it would be the
Olympics.
Another key part of this series is the idea that learning science should not break the bank.
Most projects are done with common and inexpensive school supplies, office supplies, or
household objects. Students can even scavenge and recycle supplies for some projects.
Since these events and projects are based on the Olympics, watching and studying the
rules and general ideas behind each event is strongly suggested. You might also find
ways to modify the labs in this book to make them work for other events that were not
featured within this volume. Be creative and have fun!

summer sporting events:
01

02

Archery

Basketball

Create a machine that can shoot hoops.

Create a bow and arrow that can accurately
hit targets.

04

Boxing

Create a puppet that can compete in a

05

Canoeing

Create a canoe or kayak that can survive a
water course.
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boxing match.

E

03

06

cycling

discus

Create a device to throw a discus as far as

Create a working model of a bike.

M

possible without going out of bounds.

07

08

diving

SA

Create a diver model that can dive with the
smallest splash possible.

09

fencing

Create a puppet that can compete in a
fencing match.

equestrian

Create a model of a horse and rider that can
jump over obstacles.

10

field hockey

Create a field hockey stick and compete in a
mini hockey game.
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summer sporting events:
11

12

golf

gymnastics - bars

Create a mini set of golf clubs to compete on

Create a set of gymnastic bars and a model

a miniature hole.

gymnast that can do tricks on them.

14

gymnastics - beam

Create a gymnastic beam and a model

E

13

Create a set of gymnastic rings and a model

PL

gymnast that can do tricks on them.

gymnast that can do tricks on it.

15

gymnastics - rings

16

gymnastics - vault

high jump

Create a model high jumper that can jump

gymnast that can do tricks on it.

over a bar as it is raised to different heights.

M

Create a gymnastic vault and a model

17

18

hurdles

SA

Create a model hurdler that can jump over a
hurdles in a race to the finish line.

19

long jump

javelin

Create a device to throw a javelin as far as
possible without going out of bounds.

20

pole vault

Create a model long jumper that can jump as

Create a model pole vaulter that can pass

far as possible from the jumping point.

over a bar as it is raised to different heights.
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summer sporting events:
21

22

races

sailing

Create a mechanical runner that can race

Create a working sailboat that can be blown

faster to the finish line than the other racers.

down a course or track faster than the others.

24

shot put

possible without going out of bounds.

25

soccer ( football )

Create a kicking machine that can put a ball
into the net with accuracy.

PL

Create a device to throw a shot put as far as

E
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26

swimming

tennis

Create a device to hit a ball back over a net

race across water.

on a model tennis court.

M

Create a working swimming machine that can

27

28

trampoline

SA

Create a working miniature trampoline and a
gymnast that can do a trick on it.

29

weightlifting

volleyball

Create a device to hit a ball back over a net
on a model volleyball court.

30

wrestling

Create a model person from provided

Create a puppet that can compete in a

materials that can hold up as much weight as

wrestling match.

possible.
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winter sporting events:
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32

biathlon

Bobsled 2-man

Cross-Country Skiing followed by target

Load your passengers into a bobsled and

shooting. Missing shots means more skiing.

race down a track as fast as you can.

Fastest time wins.

34

Bobsled 4-man

Curling

Like shuffleboard on ice, slide stones at a
target. Stop closer to the target to score

PL

Same as 2-man, but larger bobsled, more

E

33

passengers, and maybe a longer track.

points. Best score after 10 rounds wins.

35

Figure Skating Singles

36

Figure Skating Doubles

Move a pair of skaters through an artistic

jumps and moves choreographed to music.

routine of jumps and moves choreographed

Scored by judges.

to music. Scored by judges.
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Move a skater through an artistic routine of

37

38

ice hockey

SA

Play 3 periods of action or try a shoot out.
Either way, the highest score wins.

39

skeleton

A sledder goes head first and on his or her
belly down a course as fast as possible.

luge

A sledder goes feet first and on his or her
back down a course as fast as possible.

40

skiing cross country

Ski over a long distance of mostly flat terrain.
Best time wins.
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winter sporting events:
41

42

skiing downhill

skiing giant slalom

Ski down a downhill course of hills and turns.

Ski between multiple sets of flags on a

Fastest time wins.

zigzagging course. Best time wins.

44

ski jump

The longest distance in the air wins.

45

snowboard cross

Race multiple snowboarders through a course
of jumps and turns. Fastest time wins.

PL

Ski down a ramp and jump down a slope.

E

43

46

Snowboard halfpipe

snowboard slalom

1 or more snowboards race between multiple

halfpipe. Scored by judges.

sets of flags on a zigzagging course. Best

M

Perform aerial stunts on the way down a

time wins.

Snowboard slopestyle

48

speed skating

Perform aerial stunts on the way down an

Skate a lap around a long oval. Take half a

SA
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turn on the inside and half a turn on the

obstacle course. Scored by judges.

49

speed skating relay

outside of the lane. Best time wins.

50

speed skating short track

Like speed skating, but with 3-4 players on a

Skate laps against other skaters as you race

team. Take turns doing laps. Fastest team

around a short oval. There are no lanes. Best

wins.

time wins.
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summer sports
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competitive stem & steam events

EVENT NOTES:
most of these projects require you to build tracks or
courses. Many can be repurposed or reused for similar
events. Building them may be time and material intensive.
plan ahead and shop around for materials and pieces that
make the project easier and more affordable.

19

long jump
* distance * force * measurement * potential energy *

event details:
Long jumpers run as fast as possible and leap from a takeoff point, flying as far as they can.
Create a jumper that can leap as far forward as possible. The longest jumper wins.

1.

You will design a small man or woman jumper. The jumper
will be activated to jump forward from a starting point.

PL

SETUP MATERIALS:
• A jumping area, likely
with sand or some other
easy-to-mark surface that
jumpers land on

event rules:

E

event SUPPLIES:

You will only get 3 attempts to jump. You are scored by
where the furthest back part of your jumper lands, even if
they tip over backward after landing.

3.

A set of the best jumpers goes into the finals, where 3
more jumps are given. The longest jump wins.

4.

You may only use approved materials and the approved
amounts of materials. Your projects must also fit within
approved dimensions.

M

BUILDING MATERIALS:
• Paperclips
• Springs
• Notecards
• Tape and glue
• Rubber bands
• Toothpicks
• Popsicle sticks

2.

Limited testing opportunities may be available prior to
actual trials.

SA

5.

MEDAL WINNERS:

(C) 2017 Andrew Frinkle & 50STEMLabs.com
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weightlifting
* Materials Strength * weight *

event details:
Weightlifting is about picking up the heaviest weights possible and get them up over your head.
Build the strongest weightlifter possible from the provided materials.

1.

You will design a weightlifter. Your design should resemble
a person.

PL

SETUP MATERIALS:
• Models of adjustable
barbells, such as long
bolts with flat washers to
add as weight plates

event rules:

E

event SUPPLIES:

Your weightlifter must be freestanding with hands or arms
lifted for the weighted barbell to be placed on it.

3.

Graduated weights will be added to the model.

4.

If your model tips over without breaking, it can be reset.
You will only receive 3 attempts per weight. You only need
to successfully hold the weight up once.

5.

Testing will continue at higher weights until only one
weightlifter remains.

M

BUILDING MATERIALS:
• Pipe cleaners
• Paper clips
• Wire
• Clay or play-dough
• String
• Rubber bands

2.

Only minor repairs may be done between weights.

7.

You may only use approved materials and the approved
amounts of materials. Your projects must also fit within
approved dimensions.

8.

Limited testing opportunities may be available prior to
actual trials.

SA

6.

MEDAL WINNERS:
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winter sports
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competitive stem & steam events

EVENT NOTES:
most of these projects require you to build tracks or
courses. Many can be repurposed or reused for similar
events. Building them may be time and material intensive.
plan ahead and shop around for materials and pieces that
make the project easier and more affordable.
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bobsled 2-man
* friction * motion * speed * tracks *

event details:
Create the fastest bobsled to carry your 2 passengers to victory on a track. Scoring is usually
based on a total time for a series of 2 to 4 heats.

1.

You will design a bobsled that will carry 2 passengers
down a track. Your bobsled must fit on the track. Size and
weight limitations may be imposed.

PL

SETUP MATERIALS:
• A track (rain gutters),
ramp, or table put at an
angle.
• Stopwatch
• Small characters to ride
the bobsleds (lego,
playmobil, army men,
etc...)

event rules:

E

event SUPPLIES:

Passengers may not fall out during a race, or it will result in
disqualification. Passengers may not be taped or glued in
place. Quickly loading passengers may be part of the
challenge.

3.

Passengers may be provided or built from available
materials.

M

2.

4.

Your bobsled must be as fast as possible, and you will be
given multiple heats to determine your speed. If racing by
time, add the times of all heats for a total time. If racing
against other bobsleds, only the fastest ones continue on.

5.

You may only use approved materials and the approved
amounts of materials.

SA

BUILDING MATERIALS:
• Notecards
• Tape and glue
• Popsicle sticks
• Pipe cleaners
• Paperclips
• Passengers (vary)

6.

Limited testing opportunities may be available prior to
actual races and trials.

MEDAL WINNERS:
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skeleton
* friction * speed * tracks *

event details:
Create the fastest skeleton sled to carry your passenger on their belly and head first to victory on
a track. Scoring is usually based on a total time for a series of 2 to 4 heats.

1.

You will design a skeleton sled that will carry your 1-2
passengers down a track. Your sled must fit on the track.
Size and weight limitations may be imposed.

PL

SETUP MATERIALS:
• A track (rain gutters),
ramp, or table put at an
angle
• Stopwatch
• Small characters to ride
the bobsleds (lego,
playmobil, army men,
etc...)

event rules:

E

event SUPPLIES:

Passengers may not fall out during a race, or it will result in
disqualification. Passengers may not be taped or glued in
place, either.

3.

Passengers may be provided or built from available
materials.

4.

Your sled must be as fast as possible, and you will be given
multiple heats to determine your speed. If racing by time,
add the times of all heats for a total time. If racing against
other bobsleds, only the fastest ones continue on.

5.

You may only use approved materials and the approved
amounts of materials.

6.

Limited testing opportunities may be available prior to
actual races and trials.

M

2.

SA

BUILDING MATERIALS:
• Notecards
• Tape and glue
• Popsicle sticks
• Pipe cleaners
• Paperclips
• Passengers (vary)

MEDAL WINNERS:
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Speed Skating
* friction * speed * time * tracks *

event details:
Speed skating is a 1-on-1 race around a long loop. Players take the inside lap for half of the race,
switching to the outside for the other half, or vice versa. Make the fastest skater!

1.

You will design a speedy skater from provided materials
that will be raced around an oval track. Your racer will be
pushed by wind blown through a plastic straw. Your skater
should feature skates and any other recognizable features.
Decorate for fun!

PL

SETUP MATERIALS:
• A course (likely a board
with an oval marked off
and lane markings for 2
racers)
• Stopwatch

event rules:

E

event SUPPLIES:

Your race will begin in either the inside lane or outside lane
and switch halfway through, so each skater will get an
inside and outside lane chance on the corners.

3.

If your skater falls, there may be a time penalty before you
can reset your skater and continue the race.

M

BUILDING MATERIALS:
• Notecards
• Tape and glue
• Paperclips
• Popsicle sticks
• Pipe cleaners
• Clothespins
• Plastic straws
• Felt and fabric

2.

If you cross the lane and interfere with another skater, you
will be disqualified. You should not switch lanes except at
the halfway point.

5.

The best times after the first round of heats will advance.
The fastest time in the final heats wins.

SA

4.

6.

Limited testing opportunities may be available prior to
actual races and trials.

MEDAL WINNERS:
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medals
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reproducible medals and medal record sheets

E

resource pages
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* blueprints * data * graphing * reflection * journals *

mediastream press
books, games, & Media
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www.mediastreampress.com

also on:

www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Velerion-Damarke

50 olympic stem labs
competitive stem & steam events
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Get those same 50 great labs You’ve come to expect from the 50
STEM Labs series and 50 Learning labs series, but with a
competitive and sporty addition!
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• every project deals with a winter or summer olympic event!
• Since many projects are competitive, they’re going to be that
much more interesting to kids!
• Affordable projects can be done with common items found at
discount stores or already in your home or classroom!
• compete alone or in teams to see who can win the most medals!
science

engineering

technology

mathematics
art

